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Abstract: 

Millimeter-wave (MMW) technologies can provide unique heating and diagnostic 

capabilities to research the thermal dynamics of materials to extreme temperatures. The 

MMW properties of rocks in the molten state up to their vaporization temperatures are 

not well known. Using a 28 GHz gyrotron beam collinear with a 130 GHz radiometry 

view in a calorimetric chamber, the transitions of granite rock specimens through solid 

phases, melting, and vaporization were observed, including release of trapped trace gas 

(< 0.07%).  The 28 GHz emissivity of molten granite was observed to be approximately 

constant at 0.66 ± 0.03 up to vaporization where it increased to 0.70 ± 0.03 at an 

equilibrated temperature of 2710 ± 120 °C.  An analysis of the thermal power balance 

during a 76 s steady state vaporization time period indicates that the MMW emissivity of 

the molten granite is larger than in the infrared. The observations support the possibility 

that MMW thermal ablative penetration into hot crystalline rock formations could be a 

more practical approach than infrared laser drilling to access deep resources. 

 
  
1 Introduction 
 
Thermal analysis by MMW radiometry methods [1] can be combined with MMW high 

power gyrotron radiation [2] to enable unique capability to research the thermodynamic 

properties of materials to extreme temperatures that have not been accessible to real time 

dynamic studies in the past. In particular, the properties of rocks melts up to the 

vaporization temperature can be quantitatively studied. The vaporization parameters of 

rocks are not readily available expect for a few studies of meteor ablation in the 

atmosphere [3,4] and one study of the specific heat of vaporization with a 10 µm CO2 

laser [5].  MMW studies of rock fusion and vaporization have not yet been carried out. 
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However, MMW interactions with rocks at high temperature could be of value for 

developing new options to access earth’s resources such as sustainable geothermal energy 

[6].  The use of infrared lasers for directed energy penetration of rocks has been 

researched for many decades without practical realization [7-10]. A fundamental 

limitation to the use of infrared wavelengths for rock drilling is the inability to effectively 

couple power to a surface while simultaneously extracting an outward flow of small 

particles. Short infrared wavelengths are readily scattered by micron and submicron sized 

particles.  Longer MMWs would remove this limitation because small particle Rayleigh 

scattering losses scale as 1/λ4. Furthermore, MMW sources are more efficient and have 

higher average power relative to lasers [11, 12] and can be efficiently guided as a beam 

over long distances [13] compatible with borehole dimensions.  This suggests the 

economic possibility of completely vaporizing rock to facilitate extraction as a 

nanoparticle particle smoke.  Previous works have shown that solids can be readily 

ablated to nanoparticles with sufficient heat and gas purge as in meteor ablation [3], 

nanoparticle manufacturing [14], and welding [15].  In this study we present the first 

results of using MMWs to melt and vaporize rock, measurements of the MMW 

emissivity of molten granite and its vaporization temperature.   

 

2 Experimental Setup 
 
2.1 Test Chamber 
 
A 10 kW, 28 GHz CPI Model VIA-301 HeatWave gyrotron was used for the 

experiments.  The gyrotron operates in the second harmonic on the TE02 mode which is 

converted to the TE01 mode by an external mode converter [16]. The MMW beam was 

transmitted in 32 mm i. d. circular copper waveguide in the TE01 mode to the rock 

specimen located inside a water load test chamber.  There were two 90° waveguide bends 

in the transmission line to bring the upward directed beam around and downward toward 

the test chamber.  The test chamber was fashioned from a 32 cm diameter by 76 cm 

internal height stainless steel Dewar enclosed with a stainless steel lid for trapping all 28 

GHz power.  The lid and the attached insides of the test chamber are shown in Figure 1 

lifted outside the Dewar enclosure.  The waveguide enters from the top through the center 
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of the lid and extends 48 cm into the chamber.  

The rock samples were typically located 

within about one waveguide diameter of the 

launch aperture where the beam has not yet 

diffracted significantly.  The first rock 

specimen tested is shown in Figure 1 

supported in position on a ceramic crucible.  

In subsequent tests the crucible was replaced 

with an aluminum support. A loose helical 

coil of 1.3 cm diameter Teflon tubing with 

flowing water lined the inside wall of the 

chamber to absorb trapped power.  Water flow 

and temperature rise were monitored to 

determine absorbed power.  Without the rock 

specimen or support this chamber was used to 

calibrate the gyrotron output power.  

Air flow was also introduced into the 

chamber (not shown in Figure 1), to exhaust and minimize propagation of volatiles back 

up the waveguide, through a 2.5 mm diameter nozzle directed across a waveguide barrier 

window inside the waveguide above the chamber and through a 15 by 3 mm elliptic 

nozzle blowing across the waveguide aperture at a flow of about 10 m3/hr (see Figures 5 

and 6 for nozzle views).  The air exhausted through small holes in a 75 mm diameter grill 

in the lid that prevented 28 GHz leakage. The air exhaust was directed through a 10 cm 

diameter aluminum duct (see Figure 2) to a small particle filter and water trap.  By 

measuring the water temperature rise with and without air flow, the presence of the air 

flow through the chamber was found not to perturb the power measurements.   

 

2.2 Radiometer Diagnostic 
 

Real-time rock surface temperature measurements were made possible with a 130 GHz 

heterodyne radiometer having 0.5-2.0 GHz sidebands. The experimental arrangement 

with the radiometer above the test chamber is shown in Figure 2.  The superposition of 

 
Figure 1. Internal configuration of 
rock exposure test chamber with first 
granite rock before exposure. 
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the radiometer view onto the 28 GHz heating beam was accomplished with a 4-port 

copper waveguide block that was cut diagonally to hold a fused quartz barrier window at 

a 45º angle to the waveguide axis.  The window was polished to a thickness of 2.90 mm 

to minimize reflected losses at 28 GHz and to maximize reflection at 130 GHz. 

Approximately 50% of the radiometer view was reflected downward and > 90% of 

28 GHz heating beam was transmitted through the barrier window to the test specimen.  

The waveguide connection from the radiometer to the 4-port block was tapered through 

small fundamental mode waveguide (WR-6, 1.7 x 0.8 mm) to cutoff 28 GHz power. The 

port opposite the radiometer view was shorted with a stainless steel blank flange in the 

first experiments as shown, and in subsequent experiments with a 30 cm long water 

cooled stainless steel bellows tube between the 4-port block and shorting flange to act as 

a 28 GHz load.  The emissivity and temperature of the flange are small relative to the 

viewed hot test specimen and therefore thermal signal from the flange is not a significant 

factor. Also calibrations below the barrier window included the radiometer view of the 

shorting flange while it was still warm after a test.  

The radiometer itself was a double sideband heterodyne receiver built around a 

subharmonic mixer and 65 GHz local oscillator from Millitech, Inc.  An internal 

130 GHz Radiometer

28 GHz

130 GHz

Barrier
Window

Test Chamber
 

 
Figure 2.  The 130 GHz MMW radiometer is shown connected to the high power 28 
GHz waveguide and test chamber. 
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mechanical chopper modulated the radiometer view at about 100 Hz between an internal 

room temperature reference (Eccosorb [17]) and the sample. A lock-in amplifier 

referenced to the chopper was used to detect the temperature difference signal. The 

radiometer does not distinguish between hot or cold temperature differences and 

therefore a cryogenic source was used to calibrate for hot temperature measurements. The 

calibration was achieved by removing a short 10 cm long section of the 28 GHz 

waveguide below the 4-port block after a rock exposure and inserting a known 

temperature blackbody (liquid nitrogen cooled Eccosorb [17]).  In this way all the losses 

in the tapered waveguide, beamsplitter reflectivity, and blank flange reflection/emission 

were included in the calibration.  The noise temperature of the radiometer at this point 

was about 20,000 K double sideband therefore keeping both the calibration and measured 

temperatures (< 2000 °C) in the linear small signal limit. 

 

3 Experiments 
 

3.1 Rock Irradiation 
 

Light gray granite rock commonly found in eastern Massachusetts was studied because it 

is representative of difficult to penetrate hard crystalline rock types.  The 28 GHz index 

of refraction and absorption coefficient 

at room temperature were determined 

by transmission measurements through 

a 21 mm thick slab cut with parallel 

surfaces using an Agilent Model 

E83632B network analyzer. The index 

of refraction and the absorption 

coefficient were found to be 2.24 and 

0.14 nepers/cm, respectively, 

corresponding to a 1/e propagation 

depth of 7.1 cm.  In Figure 3 the 

surface of the first granite specimen 

tested having a thickness of over 8 cm 

 
Figure 3.  Photograph of the surface first 
granite rock specimen tested after up to 6 kW 
28 GHz exposure.  
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and weighing 1790 g is shown after two MMW beam exposures: the first for 3.6 minutes 

at up to 4 kW incident power and then after cool down for another 3.3 minutes at up to 

6 kW incident power.  The dashed circle with a diameter of 15.5 mm indicates the 

approximate position of the TE01 mode peak power contour on the rock surface 23 mm 

from the waveguide aperture.  The irregular black area shows glass melt that has bubbled 

up and flowed out from the beam.  Many broken bubble craters of up to a maximum 

diameter 5 mm are present indicating the escape of gases during heating.  An incursion of 

unmelted surface into the black area from the lower left, as shown by the arrow, 

corresponds to the location of the air flow path across the waveguide aperture.  The 

unmelted surface region immediately around the melted area is lighter in color than the 

original rock and was found later to be weaker and easily crumbled.  Hairline fractures 

produced by the gyrotron beam exposure also radiated from the melt and extended about 

4 cm down each side of the rock specimen.   

 A second granite specimen initially weighting 1344 g and over 9 cm thick was 

also exposed to MMW power that was slowly increased from 1.2 to 3.9 kW over 

approximately a 9 minute period as 

described below.  The exposure 

resulted in a similar black glass melt 

surface area as seen with the first 

specimen.  This rock was cut in half 

cross the center of the melt area to 

reveal the depth of the melt and is 

shown in Figure 4.   The depth of the 

black melt extends about 9 mm at its 

maximum.  The lighter bleached region 

extends about 30 mm deep. The 

fracture extending diagonally 

downward from the upper left was 

caused by the heat exposure. Though 

there may be significant penetration at 

28 GHz into the rock at room 

 
Figure 4. Second granite specimen cut open 
across center of the black melt spot.  The depth 
of the black melt extends about 9 mm at its 
maximum. 
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temperature, at higher temperatures above the melting point the absorption is primarily at 

the surface.   

 In a third test with a rock specimen having a surface with a peaked ridge, the 

ridge was partially ablated away as shown in Figure 5 with views before and after the 

gyrotron beam irradiation.  This rock was exposed to two pulses of about 5 kW for 50 s 

each with an average distance of the initial surface peak less than 20 mm from the 

waveguide aperture.  

 In a fourth rock exposure experiment, the rock specimen was moved to a distance 

of 52 mm from the waveguide aperture, allowing the waveguide launched beam to 

diffract significantly. Shown in 

Figure 6, the TE01 mode pattern 

with a power minimum in the 

center is clearly evident in the 

melt pattern on the rock surface.  

At this distance the TE01 peak 

power contour diverges to a 

diameter of 30 mm.   The melt 

pattern suggests that the beam is 

skewed to one side, possibly due 

to some waveguide 

misalignment.  The rock was 
Figure 6.  Granite rock surface 52 mm distant from 
waveguide aperture showing TE01 pattern.  
 

 
Figure 5.  Before and after photos of third granite specimen with a non-flat surface 
showing the peaked ridged surface ablated away by the 28 GHz gyrotron beam.   
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exposed to a beam power level between 4 and 5 kW for at total time of about 10 minutes 

over several pulses.  The air nozzle that blows across the waveguide aperture to the right 

of the waveguide is also more distant from the rock surface. Consequently, the rock 

surface area that appeared bleached white in the other exposures appears reddish here.  

This coloration of red with distant air flow and white with nearby air flow was 

consistently observed.   

 In all the tests, the maximum peak power that could be applied to the rock surface 

and duration were limited by the reflected power interlock at the gyrotron or arcing at the 

barrier window after vaporization deposits started to coat the window.  In general, 

forward power above 5 kW could not be sustained.  The longest continuous exposure of 9 

minutes was achieved with the second rock specimen when the forward power was kept 

below 3 kW for most of that time and then terminated by barrier window arcing due to 

vaporization deposits after the power was increased to 3.9 kW.  Quantitive measurements 

and modeling of the first two granite specimens are presented in this report. 

 

3.2 Gyrotron Forward/ Reflected Power Measurement 
 

 The forward and reflected gyrotron powers were monitored by a pair of identical 

Schottky diode detectors on a TE02 forward and backward directional coupler at the 

gyrotron output.  The forward detector was calibrated with the water load test chamber 

without a rock sample present.  The reflected power detector was not absolutely 

calibrated, but its ratio with the forward detector served as an indicator of reflection.  The 

reflection fraction determined in this way cannot be used with the forward power 

calibration because it ignores mode conversion, waveguide insertion loss, and detector 

nonlinearity. The waveguide insertion loss and detector nonlinearity would add about 30 

- 40% to the calibration, but mode conversion reflection could be higher.     

The forward power and reflected fraction are shown in Figure 7 without a rock 

(solid curves) and with the first rock specimen for the two MMW exposures (dashed 

curves).  This data was recorded at a 5 Hz rate and smoothed over a 2 second interval to 

remove rapid transients.  As the gyrotron power is turned on or abruptly increased the 

reflection fraction starts out high and drifts to lower level over minute time scales.  The 
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reflection fraction does not depend on the forward power level.  When a rock sample is 

present in the test chamber the averaged reflected fraction adds about 1 to 2% over the 

empty chamber reflection which is in itself about 1 to 2% after warm up.  For both rock 

heating periods shown, the gyrotron interlock was tripped by too high a reflection signal 

on the same detector recorded in Figure 7b.  This was likely caused by a rapid transient 

not resolved by the data acquisition recording.        

 
3.3 Power and Temperature Measurements 
 
 The MMW thermal emission, forward power and water absorbed power are 

shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the first and second heating, respectively, of the first rock 

specimen tested that resulted in the surface shown in Figure 3.  The forward gyrotron 

beam power was gradually increased from 2 to 4 kW during 3.6 minutes for the first 

heating.  After about a 30 minute delay the second heating was started with an attempt to 
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Figure 7.  Gyrotron forward power (a) and reflected fraction (b) without a rock sample 
during load calibration (solid lines) and with the first rock sample (dashed) for two 
heating times.  The relative time axes of the data sets were adjusted for clarity of 
comparison.  
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switch on to full power of 10 kW, as shown by the spike at about 65 s in Figure 9, but 

prevented by the reflected power interlock trip.  Subsequently, the power was turned on 

to an initial 3.75 kW and gradually increased to 6 kW over 3.3 minutes.   From these 

plots the fraction of the forward power not going to the water load due to the presence of 

the rock can be determined by subtracting the water power from the forward power.  The 

resulting faction for the second heating is shown in Figure 10 as a function of the 

recorded MMW thermal emission, corrected for the slight drift in water power baseline 

due to the rock warming up.  This value on average appears to be constant at 0.69 to the 

highest melt temperatures observed.  The rock absorbed power and consequently the 

emissivity at 28 GHz can be obtained from this number by subtracting the fraction of 

power reflected back into the waveguide and not measured by the water load.  This puts 

the emissivity in the range of 0.66 ± 0.03, assuming that the reflected power into the 

waveguide could be up to 2 to 3 times higher than the measured TE02 reflection shown in 

Figure 7.  This emissivity is consistent with earlier measurements of 0.64 ± 0.05 at 

137 GHz for black glass melt composed of metal oxides found in rocks [18].    

The plotted MMW thermal emission signal corresponds to the product of 

specimen emissivity and temperature (εT).  Knowledge of the emissivity is important to 

interpreting the MMW thermal emission plots, which provide unique information on the 

thermal dynamics of heating the granite to extreme temperatures as well as the 

temperatures at which key transitions occur. Assuming the 130 GHz radiometer 

emissivity is in the same range as that obtained here for 28 GHz, the temperature 

determined from this emissivity is given in parenthesis after the observed MMW 

emission temperature in the following discussion.  

In the first heating shown in Figure 8, the emissivity corrected initial rate of 

temperature rise of 7.4 ± 0.2 ºC/s below 100 °C (151 ± 6 °C) with 1.3 kW absorbed 

power is consistent with the gyrotron beam propagating into the rock to heat a large 

volume.  Granite room temperature heat capacity of 0.8 J/g/K and specific density of 2.7 

g/cm3 [19] would make the volume 82 cm3.  This is 24% larger than the rock column 

defined by the waveguide i. d., consistent with beam divergence inside the rock.  At 

higher temperatures, changes in rate of temperature rise that are significantly faster than 

the slower input power variation suggest phase transitions causing rapid changes in rock 
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opacity and heat capacity.  The inflection in MMW emission at about 300 ºC (460 ± 

20 ºC) could correspond to the transition to the weaker solid phase that was observed.  

The change in slope and start of rapid small MMW emission fluctuations at about 820 ºC 

(1235 ± 45 ºC) likely corresponds to the start of melting, which is in agreement with the 
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Figure 8. MMW emission, forward power and water absorbed power for first exposure 
of rock shown in Fig. 3 
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Figure 9. MMW emission, forward power and water absorbed power for the second 
gyrotron beam exposure of the first rock specimen shown in Fig. 3. 
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published melting range of granite of 1215-1260 ºC [20].  

 Another interesting feature of the MMW emission are signal drop outs during 

cool down, also observed with the other rock specimens (during both warm up and cool 

down). These are likely due to thermal induced facture causing out gassing from the 

cooler, deeper rock volume by a gas species that is opaque in the radiometer frequency 

band.  This interpretation is supported by the observation that the signal drop outs are not 

as deep with longer gyrotron beam exposures after the heat penetrates further into the 

rock heating the gas (evident on the far cool down slope in Figures 9 & 11).  The most 

likely gas is SO2 which has many rotational transitions spanning the 128-132 GHz 

radiometer band [21].  This identity for the trace gas release is also supported by a faint 

burnt match odor observed in the laboratory during some of the tests. 

 The data for the second heat up of this rock with up to 6 kW forward power is 

shown in Figure 9.  The initial rate of rock surface temperature rise starting at about 170 s 

was at an emissivity corrected rate of 110 ± 5 ºC/s before beginning to turn over at the 

melting temperature of about 800 ºC (1200 ± 45 ºC).  This is more than an order of 

magnitude faster that in the first heat up and can be interpreted by the black glass surface 
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Figure 10. Fraction of forward power that was not absorbed by the water for the 
data in Figure 9 plotted as a function of the MMW thermal emission, εT.  
Twenty point smoothing was used to reduce data scatter. 
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that likely resulted from the first exposure as being much more opaque at 28 GHz than 

the virgin granite.  MMW thermal emission increased at an average rate of 8.5 ± 0.5 ºC/s 

above 800 ºC until a maximum temperature of about 1860 ºC (2800 ± 120 ºC) was 

reached.  The noisy nature of the MMW emission during the melt phase suggests a 

turbulent molten surface, which was also discernable at a weaker level in Figure 8.  

 
3.3 Second Rock Specimen Vaporization 
 

The maximum temperature achieved with the first rock specimen was found to 

correspond approximately to the vaporization temperature when the second granite 

specimen was tested.  The power and temperature record for the second granite rock 

specimen is shown in Figure 11.  It was initially heated for about 4 minutes at 1.3 kW 

followed by about a 7 minute cool down and then a 9 minute period when the power was 

gradually stepped from about 1.2 to 3.9 kW.  Transient blockage of the MMW radiometer 

emission signal is evident during and after the first heating period, as well as weaker 

events after 1600 s when the specimen was in the final cool down.  Dense noise bursts in 

the MMW emission signal below vaporization temperature are electrical interference 
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Figure 11.  The complete MMW heating record of the second granite specimen.   
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during this test.  The sudden reduction in MMW temperature rise at about 1100 s is 

interpreted as the start of the vaporization phase.   

Figure 12 is a blow up of the time period of 1000 – 1300s around the vaporization 

time.  The upward spikes on the MMW emission indicate barrier window arcing, which 

became a steady arc when the forward power stepped up to 3.9 kW.  The vaporization 

period was maintained for approximately 76 s at a forward power of 3.4 kW before the 

finial arc.  The peak MMW emission appears to have stabilized at 1896 ºC (2860 ± 130 

ºC) before the main arc.  This is higher than the accepted vaporization temperature of 

pure silicon dioxide of 2230 ºC.  It was found later that white powder deposits around the 

contours of the air flow jet on the barrier window caused the arcing.  This is consistent 

with silicon dioxide, which is white as a powder and the main constituent (> 70%) of 

granite.  At the end of the long gyrotron beam exposure the rock specimen also continued 

to radiate 0.24 kW for many minutes.  Assuming this radiation was ongoing during 

vaporization and contributing to the water absorbed power indicates that the 28 GHz 

emissivity increased to about 0.70 ± 0.03 during vaporization.  This could be a 
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Figure 11. MMW emission, forward power, and water absorbed power for the second 
rock specimen showing power coupling to rock during vaporization for 76 s and 
~0.24 kW rock radiation after forward power is turned off. 
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consequence of the vaporization front softening the surface dielectric boundary reducing 

reflection loss.  A higher continuous vaporization emissivity would also correspond to a 

lower steady state vaporization temperature of about 2710 ± 120 ºC.   

 

3.4 Mass Losses 
 

The rock specimens were weighed before and after exposure with an A&D-EJ6100 scale.  

The total mass extracted from the rock samples was very small due to the combination of 

low power levels and short exposures used for these experiments.  The mass loss of the 

first rock specimen was measured to be 1.2 g or 0.07% of the total rock mass, which can 

all be attributed to out gassing and not rock vaporization since this specimen was not at 

the vaporization temperature for any significant time.  Also, there was no evidence of 

vapor deposits on the barrier window or inside waveguide after this first rock test.  The 

mass loss of the second rock was measured to be 3.2 g or 0.24% of the total rock mass of 

which 2.2 g would correspond to actual rock vaporization, assuming that the measured 

faction of out gassing observed with the first specimen holds for the second rock 

specimen.   

 

4 Discussion 
 

4.1 Power Balance 
 

Equating the power input to all the power losses at the granite surface during the 

steady state vaporization period can be used to determine the specific energy of 

vaporization of granite if all the power losses can be properly accounted for.  The power 

balance equation can be written as: 

 

      (1) 

 

where Pvap is the vaporization power, Pf is the gyrotron forward power, Prad, Pcond,  Pconv 

are the radiation, conduction, convection power losses, and ε is the MMW emissivity. 

The forward power during vaporization (3.41 kW) and the MMW emissivity (0.70) 

corresponds to an absorbed power, εPf, of 2.25 kW.  The conduction power loss is also 
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estimated to be 0.24 kW from the measured water load power after gyrotron shut down, 

which is assumed to be the result of the rock heated through conduction from the 

vaporization area, though a part of this “afterglow” power may be due to the warmed up 

test chamber .  The other power loss terms are given by: 

 

          (2) 

        (3) 

        (4) 

 

where s is the specific energy of vaporization per unit volume, V is the volume vaporized 

corresponding to 0.82 cm3 for 2.2 g and a specific density of 2.7 g/cm3, t is the time over 

which the volume was vaporized (76 s), εir is the infrared emissivity at peak thermal 

radiation wavelength (~1 µm at 2700 °C), σ = 5.67 x 10-8 Wm-2K-4 is the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant, A is the vaporization area of 8.0 cm2 from the beam area within the 

melt spot, Th is the vaporization temperature, Tc is the temperature of the surrounding 

environment assumed to be 300 K,  and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient.  It is 

assumed here that the radiative heat loss is not equilibrated with the water load flow due 

to the poor infrared reflectivity of the stainless steel chamber and the poor infrared 

transmission through the Teflon water tubing.  

The convective heat transfer coefficient was estimated to be 56 W/m2/K for the 

measured air flow and using the air thermal properties found in [22] for laminar flow,   

which gives a convective heat loss estimate of ~ 0.1 kW.  This leaves 1.91 kW to balance 

between the vaporization power and radiative power loss, which cannot be done for a 

positive vaporization power unless the infrared emissivity of molten granite is less than 

0.5 at 2710 °C.   

The infrared emissivity of molten glass varies widely in the literature. For molten 

commercial clear glass, the infrared emissivity is greater than 0.9 [23].  However, 

Vakulenko et al, [24] have measured the infrared emissivity of basalt melts to be in the 

range of 0.2 - 0.5.  Also, Abithi et al, [25] have observed that the infrared emissivity of 

basalt lava decreases with increasing temperature, measuring a value of 0.55 at a 
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temperature of 1050 °C.   If we assume an infrared emissivity in the range of 0.2- 0.5, 

then the specific energy of vaporization of our granite sample would fall in the range of 

10 – 100 kJ/cm3.  Consequently, an accurate determination of the specific energy of 

vaporization cannot be obtained by a power balance analysis unless the infrared 

emissivity of the dominating radiative power loss term is known.  Alternatively, a 

measurement of mass removal with incident beam intensity significantly above the 

threshold of vaporization would be required. 

Previous work to determine the specific heat of vaporization for rocks has resulted 

in a wide range of values.  Calorimetry with a 10 µm CO2 laser by Bacon et al., [5] 

showed a 20 – 100 kJ/cm3 range.  Graves et al., [8] also using a CO2 laser, measured a 

value of ~ 47 kJ/cm3 for granite.  These infrared laser measurements are likely to be high 

if reflected power is not properly accounted for.   Though an accurate determination of 

the specific energy of vaporization is not possible here, it is evident from the present 

experiments and analysis that MMWs are better absorbed than infrared radiation by high 

temperature molten rock.  

 

4.2 Implications for Rock Drilling 
 

The implications for the performance and economics of MMW directed energy 

drilling can be estimated from these thermodynamic parameters, assuming practical 

engineering issues for implementation are resolved.  The possible rates of penetration 

(ROP) as a function of beam power density are plotted in Figure 12 for a MMW coupling 

efficiency of 0.7, IR emissivity of 0.5, and for specific energies of vaporization of 25 and 

45 kJ/cm3.  A practical range of power density would need to be above 1 kW/cm2 to 

significantly exceed radiative heat losses and below 100 kW/cm2 to avoid plasma 

breakdown.  Plasma breakdown needs to be avoided because it would result in inefficient 

omni directional heating.  The ROP could be as high as 100 m/hr for a specific energy of 

vaporization near 25 kJ/cm3 and 100 kW/cm2 intensity.  This would be more than 100 

times faster than past experience with engineered geothermal system drilling (EGS) [26].   

With 50% efficient, 2 MW gyrotron tubes under development [11], full bore directed 

energy drilling by vaporization could be achieved with over 1 kW/cm2 intensities in 
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borehole diameters of up to 25 cm.  Electrical energy costs would be about 7000 kWHr 

per cubic meter rock mass removed and should remain constant with depth, independent 

of rock hardness or temperature.  These potential ROPs, lower costs, and linear cost 

scaling are all desirable features being sought for in an EGS drilling technology [6].   

 

5 Conclusions  
 

 In conclusion, this work shows that high power MMW sources combined with 

sensitive MMW diagnostic techniques and calorimetry can be important research tools 

for studying the thermal dynamics of materials heated to extreme temperatures.  

Localized heating with the heating beam multiplexed with diagnostics make possible 

quantitative, moderately rapid heating rate studies to temperatures that otherwise could 

not be easily achieved. The MMW radiometric granite rock observations identified phase 

transformations in a few minutes over a wide dynamic range of temperature starting with 

a weaker solid phase, melting, and finally vaporization with quantified temperatures 

where transitions occurred.  Furthermore, the unique capability to identify trace out 

gassing by observing spectroscopic absorptions against the intense thermal background 
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Figure 12. Vaporization rate of penetration plotted as a function of beam power 
density for two specific heats of vaporization assuming MMW emissivity of 0.7. 
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produced by the high power MMW beam allows ready access to sensitive studies of 

gases trapped in rock. This research capability and new data on hard crystalline granite 

rock should find value in many fields. In particular, the observations reported here show 

that MMW directed energy would be superior to infrared beams for penetrating hard 

crystalline rock formations. Not only would the Rayleigh scattering losses scale favorably 

with wavelength, but the energy balance shows that MMWs are absorbed more 

efficiently in molten rock than infrared sources such as flames or lasers.    
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